**FREE RESPONSE:**

- Text was useless. Online homework was semi helpful. Very Good teacher well explained. Loved It!

- The instructor used course compass which was an easy & excellent program. The instructor obviously enjoys teaching & does a great job keeping a large class focused on task, and even enjoying math.

- Great teacher! She made it a lot more fun and explained material really well. Love her useless facts.

- She actually made me interested to come to class everyday with excitement.

- The instruction was much more helpful than the book. It was a waste of money just to use the online homework. Need to consider just using the online homework system. Danielle was great!

- I think we could use a little more time for test.

- Best math teacher I have had in a long time. She actually took the time to do examples and made sure everyone had a clear understanding before moving on to the next topic. I loved her!

- Danelle was one of the best teacher I’ve had for math. I failed this same course last year with a different teacher. The way she teachers is very clear and I learned a lot. Now I have an A! Thanks Danelle.
Dr. Clarke is an excellent teacher. She made the material easy to learn. The software was a good learning tool. Love the “useless fact of the day” to keep us awake!

The only thing I have to say about Danelle Clarke “she is a Great Instructor”.

I really liked professor Clarke she was enthusiastic and very helpful. Other teachers should use the useless fact thing. I didn’t like that it was a math class.

The professor was very enthusiastic and passionate about her subject and always seemed genuinely concerned about the learning of the students.

Although I do not particularly enjoy the subject, I thoroughly enjoyed my professor and was effectively taught the material. A+!

Teacher was great! Don’t change your teaching style. Made for a fun learning experience!

This instructor was not good at all. I learned absolutely nothing and struggled the entire semester. She does not even teach the material, she just reads the material and goes to fast

She seems like a cool person but I thought she didn’t explain things very well. I didn’t explain things very well. I didn’t learn anything at all. I learned more from the TA.

Instructor knew her material and taught it well. It was useless buying the book everything we needed to know was taught well in class and I never opened my book.

Good course, I did not think discussions sections were useful as they were taught.

Although I do not do well in math and did not retain much of the material I felt that if I truly had a desire to learn the material I could have done so from this teacher. She was very personably and easy to listen to even though math in general is not my fune. I thought doing group work was helpful and our h/w software was good b/c it showed us step by step and we could see answers

I wish that professor Clarke had made more turn in homework + not have done it online. I’m not challenging online but when you have to turn it in + show physical work it’s more challenging.

There was too much information to cover/remember for the tests. More tests! ☺ so there isn’t so much information and can take time to learn + remember sections at a time.

This instructor was terrible. She was a horrible teacher who could not effectively communicate the material and was no clear during lecture. She had trouble figuring out her own problems and students would solve them for her. She was disrespectful to other students and not appropriate during class. I learned more from the TA than her. I was extremely dissatisfied.
• The text was a very meaningless tool for this class most if not all of the formulas were different than the ones we were given in class. Other than that great class. Enjoyed the meaningless fact of the day!

• I feel that Professor Clarke is the best math teacher I’ve ever had (past Calculus). She is approachable and understanding. I HATE math but I’ve enjoyed this class. I love how she kept the whole class involved and it was never a battle between class and sleep. Her energy is incredible. I wish she was my science professor.

• Calculator methods should be taught in addition to all handwritten and chart reference methods. Specifically the TI-83 or TI-84 models, as they are commonly owned by students

• Great teacher, very effective, and I could tell she enjoyed teaching the subject which encouraged me to pay attention and learn more. I got a lot out of the class and I enjoyed learning from prof. Clarke. She was very good at making sure to send her students emails to update us or answer our questions. Amazing teacher 😊

• I did not find the textbook helpful. Not many examples in the text. Wish there were more assignments to improve grade. I thought this class was difficult. The recitation is a waste of time, TA (Kim) not helpful and also confusing.

• Very tough course, made it difficult to teach because it was hard to follow but Danelle did a very good job.

• I would have liked to have test dates before hand, even if they were rough estimates. Finding out a week and a half before is a little rough. Secondly, I thought you were a great teacher; however, it is FAR more distracting to have you kick people out of class for texting than to simply ignore it. I never once noticed til you made them leave. Overall, thanks for a good semester.

• The professor was the first Math teacher that actually seemed to love that we learned. She moved a little bit too fast at times but overall I learned. Her useless facts were awesome. The class size was way too big!!!

• Had to say, at first I was shocked at the bluntness of “I’ll kick you out for...” Now I completely appreciate that the teacher cares to say those things (this doesn’t happen very often in other classes). Disruptive students don’t happen in this class and I appreciate that!

• The course was effective, and Danielle Clarke was one of the most effective college professors I have had in over 4 years. She was very good at effectively teaching the material to her students. The only problem was that the class had over 100 students which is much too large for a math class.

• She did not teach the material, only used examples to make us learn. Didn’t work.
I liked the class generally, and I liked her “useless” facts.

I didn’t like how there were only 2 tests. There is so much material on each.

Prof. Clarke is an excellent instructor! She is so down to earth and makes the most boring subject interesting or at least tolerable! I would take any class that she would teach regardless of subject matter.

Online Hw is pointless in a math class

Prof. Clarke is a very good teacher. She explains everything very well to an understanding level. I rarely got confused.

Danelle Clark is a great teacher. If you don’t understand something she goes over it until it’s clear. She keeps our attention and lightens the mood with her cheerful attitude. Great semester with her!

The professor was fun + made class enjoyable. The homework assignments helped me to understand the material. I would recommend this class + instructor to anyone. I mostly disliked the discussion sections. They were a waste of time.

I found this class difficult to pay attention in. I did not like the material and think that she should re-evaluate her grading procedures and requirements...

Professor Clarke did a great time teaching stats 152. I didn’t like how we had to use coursecompass or have discussion hours. I learned a lot so it was effective.

The text was retarded, we had to buy the entire things for course compass, but we never used the book, and now can’t sell it back. –I love the useless fact, very fun. –stop complaining about the doc cam.

This is the first math class that I have not dreaded coming to. Although I still do not like or enjoy math in the least this class was made manageable because of the teacher.

I liked the fun facts hated I’m a little teapot and head and shoulders knees and toes

Great teacher. Very helpful + nice

Great teacher! Would definitely recommended to other’s to take! Hope to take more classes from you in the future! You took great care in teaching & understanding if we were confused! Thanks

Clarke very entertaining. Took time to clearly explain things. Her fun facts are effective at keeping students interested throughout the lectures. She’s very personable + having her was a breath of fresh air from the old, grumpy math teachers I’ve had prior.
• I liked this course a lot and loved your teaching habits. I would take any of your other classes any day. Your useless facts of the day were also amazing. Thanks for everything!

• Danelle was a great teacher, fun, energetic and understanding. I liked all the examples she gave in class and her attitude about not rushing through the material.

• Professor Clarke is a very good teacher, she made sure the students understood everything. I think there is no need to pay for the book b/c we didn’t use it, I only paid for a code.

• Kept class informative

• Just make sure you tell students not buy the book online, definitely buy the test- it is crucial online cannot replace it.

• Finny, nice

• Good teacher

• The notes in class were better than the book.

• This class moved at a good pace and the instructor took plenty of time to answer questions about the material.

• Instructor made course fun & exciting. Would be nice to have heads up before quizzes

• Professor Clarke is one of the best math teachers I have ever had!

• I really liked how you explained the material and it was easy for me to understand.

• I wish she would have gone slower, and taken more time to go over specific points of the material loner review would have been helpful

• Need another Document reader in the lecture halls

• The homework program was a waste, it didn’t teach me a thing. I only learned in the handout homework.